NIC conducted eTaal 2.0 workshop at Hyderabad, Telangana on 28.11.2018

eTaal 2.0 workshop at Hyderabad in progress

eTaal 2.0 is an electronic dashboard developed by NIC & MeitY for real time aggregated view of volume of G2C, G2B & B2C eServices delivered across different agencies of Union & State Government.

The workshop was attended by around 100 officials from Department of Revenue, Registration & Stamp Duty, Education, Civil Supplies, Industries & Commerce, Agriculture, Social Welfare, Healthcare, etc.

Shri G.T. Venkateshwar Rao, IRS, Commissioner ESD gave a brief on eTaal and the contribution of Telangana among all the States. Shri IPS Sethi, DDG, NIC Delhi discussed benefits of eTaal 2.0 during the workshop. He also threw light on the performance of Telangana State and how the state can integrate more eServices with the portal to gain larger benefits for the State. Telangana has the highest eTransactions count per 1000 population according to eTaal portal.

Shri O.P. Gupta, Scientist-D, NIC Delhi along with Miss Sulbha Bhaisare, Scientist-B, NIC Delhi demonstrated the new portal.